
PYRAMID REGROUPING QUESTIONS 

REGROUPING QUESTIONS TO HELP YOU STAY ON YOUR PIVOT POINT 

 

The spiritual, physical and program regrouping questions    B. Personal 

below are for you to keep as reference.  Staying regrouped                          1. Do I have all my tools? 

and organized as we train our apprentices and reach                          a. Counseling Sheets 

spiritually-awakened souls is a must for our own spiritual           b. Supplies 

growth as Journeymen forerunner.              c. Financial backing 

            2. Do I feel secure with my tools? 

       I. SPIRITUAL CONCERNS         3. Am I as compact as possible in my personal belongings. 

A. Personal               Remember, I’ll be carrying my own luggage. 

     1. Have I checked this opportunity with my guidance?      4. Do I have everything I need before I leave? 

     2. Have I been there before?         5. Am I personally regrouped? 

     3. How many lifetimes?          6. Do I project a professional image? 

     4. What did I do there? 

     5. How can I let my past experiences work for my success          III. PROGRAM CONCERNS 

         now?        A. The Big Picture 

     6. Why am I going?          1. Have I communicated my programs and timing through  

     7. What do I want to get out of it?            the local channels of communication? 

     8. What do I want to learn?         2. Do the local people know the names of team members 

     9. Where do I fit in this country in my work with Spirit?          and the counselings they do? 

    10.How do I feel about going there?        3. Is there a local leader arranging counselings? 

B. Teamwork                                               4. Have I made copies of information in the files on: 

     1. Do I feel secure with the people on my team?           a. Publicity 

     2. What do I have to offer this city and this team at this          b. Contacts and past programs 

         time?               c. City and meeting room information 

     3. What can I gain from this teamwork situation?       5. What programs are set? 

                  6. Did I check them with my Guidance? 

       II. PHYSICAL CONCERNS         7. Where will the programs be? 

A.  Team            8. Who is coming? 

     1. Where am I going?          9. Have I rechecked that all programs in the movement I 

     2. When am I going?              represent that are needed are being offered? 

     3. How am I getting there?       10. Have I rechecked that all courses are preregistered? 

     4. Have I made transportation reservations? Purchased  B. Publicity 

         tickets?          1. Exactly what interviews are set? 

     5. Have I made reservations at hotels, or made          a. What are the dates of all the interviews? 

         arrangements with local people?           b. Have I mailed an interview request form to the IPMI office? 

     6. What is the timing of my tour?           c. What is the set arrival time of each interview? 

     7. Have I turned in a PEACH SHEET? (Itinerary Form)         d. Who is participating in, and who is heading up each  

     8. What am I going to do there?                 interview? 

     9. Do I have all the addresses and phone numbers of         e. Is a translator needed? If so, is one arranged for? 

         contacts I will need?         2. What publicity is still “a possibility”? 

   10. Have I rechecked that the local people know and back         a. What has been done? 

          the plans I have made?            b. What needs to be done? 

   11. Who is the Team Captain?            c. Who is doing it? 

   12. Who is heading department?            d. When? 

          a. Finances          3. What rooms have been set? Are they confirmed? For 

          b. Luggage               what dates, what times and what price? 

          c. Translating       C. Goals 

          d. Publicity          1. What are my goals in: 

          e. Program               a. Working with local leaders? 

          f. Counseling              b. Attracting new people? 

          g. Transportation              c. Setting publicity for the next team? 

          h. Etc.          2. What do I intend to leave behind me? 

These heads do not take all the opportunity in their   D. Personal 

Departments.  They oversee and make sure that       1. Do I see, understand, feel and know my position on the team? 

everyone’s needs are met in their area.       2. Do I feel solid in my opportunity to be of service?  Do I feel 

13. Do I understand my opportunity?           how I fit in this situation? 

14. Project Boards         3. Do I know what I have to offer this team and this place in 

                In the area of program? 
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